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ApinSoft JPG to PDF Converter is a small
software application specialized in converting
image files to PDF file format. The photos are

stored in a single output PDF item. Clean feature
lineup The GUI looks intuitive so you are not
going to invest a lot of time into the tweaking

process. A help manual is available and provides
succinct descriptions about the program’s
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functions. Images can be dragged and dropped
directly in the main window or you may use the
built-in browse button for adding some. The tool

works with various file formats, such as GIF,
PNG, JPEG, BMP, ICO, EMF, and WMF. You
may add the content of an entire folder to the
workspace. The utility does not show detailed

information about each item, only the file
location. You can also preview the photos directly

in the main window and remove the selected
items or clear the entire list with a single click.

Conversion settings ApinSoft JPG to PDF
Converter offers you the possibility to create a list
with the pictures that you want to convert to PDF
file format and save the settings to a file on your
computer so you can import them in your future

projects. You are allowed to tweak PDF
properties by providing details about the title,

author, subject, keywords, date when it was last
created and modified, creator, as well as

producer. What’s more, you can adjust the image
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quality very easily thanks to the built-in slider.
The pictures are exported to a single output PDF
file, provided that you specify the filename and
saving directory. You can also arrange how the

pictures are displayed in the output document by
moving items up or down. Tests have shown that

ApinSoft JPG to PDF Converter carries out a task
quickly and without errors. It does not eat up a lot

of CPU and memory resources so the overall
performance of the computer is not affected.
Bottom line All in all, ApinSoft JPG to PDF

Converter provides a straightforward software
solution for helping you pack multiple images

into a single PDF file, and can be configured by
rookies and professionals alike. Mobiscape JPG
to PDF Converter is a small utility designed to
help you convert JPG and JPEG image files to
PDF file format. The program displays your

image files by categories in order to allow you to
perform quick and convenient conversions. Clean
feature lineup Mobiscape JPG to PDF Converter
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is a small application that provides various
options for converting JPG and JPEG
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Do you have a lot of files in your folders? Do you
want to pack all the image files to the PDF file?

Then you need a software solution like
KEYMACRO for packing multiple images into

the PDF document. What is the best way to pack
multiple images into the PDF file? No doubt you
have known some software programs like Super
Packing and Foldify that pack multiple images
into the PDF file. As a matter of fact, Super

Packing is better than other programs but it can’t
pack multiple images to the PDF file. If you are

in a hurry or you want to get the best quality PDF
file, then it is better for you to use KeyMACRO

to pack multiple images into the PDF file.
KeyMACRO for Windows is the best software

for packing multiple images into the PDF file. It
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supports to pack all kinds of images like JPG,
BMP, GIF, PNG, ICO, WMF, EMF, etc. More...
ApinSoft Excel to PDF Converter is an easy-to-

use tool that can help you convert Microsoft
Excel files to PDF documents. It can be used to
convert Excel files to PDF format in just a few
simple steps, and its user-friendly interface will

make you enjoy the experience. With the
software, you can easily convert your Excel files
into PDF files that can be shared via e-mail, sent
to your friends or colleagues, opened on your e-
reader, imported into Evernote, etc. Converting

Excel to PDF through the software is a
straightforward process. You can specify the size

and quality of the output document, decide
whether to preserve the original Excel file or not,

specify the font, graphics, and the number of
pages, etc. Additional features There are also

some additional features in the program, such as
conversion directly from the folder with a wide
selection of file formats, setting of the layout of
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the output document, and creation of a list with
the images that you want to convert to PDF file

format. Conversion from Excel to PDF with
ApinSoft Excel to PDF Converter is an easy-to-

use tool that can help you convert Microsoft
Excel files to PDF documents. Key features Key

features Convert Excel to PDF Convert Microsoft
Excel files to PDF format in just a few simple
steps Specify the size and quality of the output

document Preserve the original Excel file or not
Choose between the display of the images and

PDF documents Preserve the contents
77a5ca646e
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ApinSoft JPG to PDF Converter is a small
software application specialized in converting
image files to PDF file format. The photos are
stored in a single output PDF item. Clean feature
lineup The GUI looks intuitive so you are not
going to invest a lot of time into the tweaking
process. A help manual is available and provides
succinct descriptions about the program’s
functions. Images can be dragged and dropped
directly in the main window or you may use the
built-in browse button for adding some. The tool
works with various file formats, such as GIF,
PNG, JPEG, BMP, ICO, EMF, and WMF. You
may add the content of an entire folder to the
workspace. The utility does not show detailed
information about each item, only the file
location. You can also preview the photos directly
in the main window and remove the selected
items or clear the entire list with a single click.
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Conversion settings ApinSoft JPG to PDF
Converter offers you the possibility to create a list
with the pictures that you want to convert to PDF
file format and save the settings to a file on your
computer so you can import them in your future
projects. You are allowed to tweak PDF
properties by providing details about the title,
author, subject, keywords, date when it was last
created and modified, creator, as well as
producer. What’s more, you can adjust the image
quality very easily thanks to the built-in slider.
The pictures are exported to a single output PDF
file, provided that you specify the filename and
saving directory. You can also arrange how the
pictures are displayed in the output document by
moving items up or down. Tests have shown that
ApinSoft JPG to PDF Converter carries out a task
quickly and without errors. It does not eat up a lot
of CPU and memory resources so the overall
performance of the computer is not affected.
Bottom line All in all, ApinSoft JPG to PDF
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Converter provides a straightforward software
solution for helping you pack multiple images
into a single PDF file, and can be configured by
rookies and professionals alike. Key features
Photo To PDF Converter supports multiple file
formats such as JPEG, TIFF, BMP, PNG, GIF,
ICO, EMF and WMF. It can be used to create
PDF files with a selection of JPG, JPEG, PNG,
GIF, BMP, ICO, EMF and WMF images.
Convert one or more photos to PDF

What's New In ApinSoft JPG To PDF Converter?

ApinSoft JPG to PDF Converter is a small
software application specialized in converting
image files to PDF file format. The photos are
stored in a single output PDF item. The app
offers a helpful tutorial to get started with it. It
provides you with a choice between two versions:
a free edition and a licensed. The latter is perfect
for professionals who want to create publications
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and documents for commercial purposes.
ApinSoft JPG to PDF Converter offers you a
wide range of conversion settings. These include
detailed images preview, image quality settings,
title, author, subject, keywords, date when it was
last created and modified, creator, and producer.
You can also view the settings in a list so that you
can easily select a specific profile. The program
allows you to add a single image or a whole folder
to the application's list of images to be converted
to PDF. The names of the images will be added to
the end of the created PDF document. The main
window looks very intuitive. You can select the
output folder in which the converted PDF
documents will be saved. The software offers you
a way to preview the created PDF documents in
two different modes. The first is for opening the
document in Adobe Acrobat. You can use the
second mode to preview the document without
opening it. ApinSoft JPG to PDF Converter is a
small tool that can be used by anybody to pack a
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batch of photos to the PDF format. The software
allows you to set the quality of the converted
images. You can choose to convert the photos to
the PDF format when adding them to the main
list of the images. The file extensions of the
supported image files
are:.GIF,.PNG,.JPEG,.BMP,.ICO,.EMF,
and.WMF. You can also view the settings in a list
so that you can easily select a specific profile.
ApinSoft JPG to PDF Converter is free for
anyone to use. Download links:
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit) Windows 7/8/10
(64-bit) CPU: Intel Core i5-650 Intel Core i5-650
RAM: 8GB 8GB HDD: 20GB 20GB GPU:
Nvidia GTX 660 (6GB VRAM) Nvidia GTX 660
(6GB VRAM) DirectX: Version 11 Version 11
Video Card: Intel HD4000 integrated graphics
How to Install: Download the game here
(Windows Installer) or here (Direct
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